
MAINTAiN
What does it stand for:
Multi-scAle INTegrity assessment for Advanced high-
temperature Nuclear systems

What do we actually do:
Main theme: Creep deformation
Why: UKAEA, EDF AGRs, and Gen IV
How nuclear: Include radiation damage
How: Small scale experiment, dislocation dynamics, 
crystal plasticity
Who: Bristol, Oxford, Liverpool, and a tiny bit of 
Manchester
What have we done so far …



Crystal plasticity including creep and validation
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Dislocation Dynamics Modelling of the Creep Behaviour of Particle-Strengthened Steel (single crystal)

 Incorporating the stress field caused by impenetrable particles into 3D-DDD

 Introducing thermal activated dislocation motions into 3D-DDD

 Dislocation climb

Modeling the creep behavior of Fe micropillar during compression

the dilatational misfit strainCoherent spherical inclusion 
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Short-rang  ~1/r3

Angular and distance 
dependent

 Dislocation cross-slip

Dislocation climb over the particle at                   ; T=700K
is the critical resolved shear stress for Orowan looping. 
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In the bypassing process, shear loops
are left around the particle. The loops
can, then, climb and shrink by a
combined glide and climb mechanism.

b =[1 -1 1]/2

A hexagonal prismatic loop is punched out from
the interface between matrix and the precipitate,
by a combined glide and cross-slip mechanism.

Original slip plane [1 1  0]  red
Cross slip plane     [1 0 -1] black

[0 1  1]  Magenta

Size = 2*2*4 micron;
Volume fraction = 0.2%; 
Radius: R=40nm；Temperature: T=900K;
3 Frank read sources on <011> slip planes;

n = [1  1  0]  b= [1 -1 1]/2
n = [-1  0 1]  b = [1 -1 1]/2
n = [0  -1 1]  b = [-1 1 1]/2
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